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Abstract 

Automated Driving Systems (ADS) are expected to play a significant role in the transportation environment in the coming 
decades, either deployed for passenger transport or as features in privately-owned vehicles. In both cases, humans will 
continue interacting with these systems as drivers, operators, and/or fellow road users. An element defining the current levels 
of driving automation is the task division and allocation between the human and the autonomous agent while operating under 
specific conditions. In this context, takeover and handover events, i.e., control transitions that can be triggered by exceeding 
the specified operational conditions, have become a focus of interest in multiple safety, reliability, and human factors 
research. This work discusses the high-level tasks human and autonomous agents perform in ADS operations. Three cases of 
interest are defined based on their relation to the ADS-equipped vehicle: a remote operator, a safety driver, and a consumer-
level driver. This definition is based on which agent is responsible for high-level tasks, such as monitoring, planning, and 
executing the Dynamic Driving Tasks. A new taxonomy for control transitions and interventions is proposed for the three use 
cases. This taxonomy considers who initiated the control transition, who is in control after the transitions, the context that 
triggers the event, and whether it is a success or failure. Including successful or failed states in the taxonomy is relevant to 
address potential hazard scenarios and develop appropriate safety mechanisms to prevent or mitigate their risk. 
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1. Introduction 

The participation of Automated Driving Systems (ADS) vehicle technology in the transportation landscape is 
expected to increase in the near future. Currently, the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) defines six levels 
of vehicle automation (SAE International, 2021). These levels are broadly divided into driver support features 
(Levels 0-2) and automated driving features (Levels 3-5). This division is based on the task allocation between 
the human and the automated driving technology. From Level 3 (L3) onwards, the Dynamic Driving Tasks 
(DDTs) are progressively transferred from the human driver to the ADS. However, at L3, the human driver is 
still expected to act as a fallback-ready user, interven
These control transitions between the driver and the autonomy occur when approaching the exit of the 
Operational Design Domain (ODD) or in unexpected situations  
and Khattak, 2020). Currently, Mercedes-Benz owns the only system certified as L3 in the U.S (Mercedes-Benz, 
2023). Vehicles equipped with L4 ADS with no safety drivers became the focus of passenger transport for 
Mobility as a Service (MaaS). In the U.S., Waymo, Cruise, and Zoox are at varying levels of development, 
deployment, and commercialization of passenger transport services (California DMV, 2024). Recent incident 
reports imply that a more focused approach on operational safety are required, for instance, to avoid traffic 
disruptions, or to determine appropriate incident management procedures (National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration, 2022). At L4, the ADS are expected to perform fallback and achieve a Minimal Risk Condition 

while the 
vehicle remains within the ODD. Yet, it is likely that for the foreseeable future, remote human assistance will be 
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required to support vehicle operations (Kettwich et al., 2021). Level 5 (L5) represents a theoretical fully self-
driving vehicle, unrestricted in its operational range. 

Control transitions between the human and the automated driving system are designed to account for 
limitations of the ADS capabilities at certain levels of autonomy. This mechanism allows the human to take 
control of the vehicle and operate it outside of its ODD, considering for instance, geographical, road type, or 
weather restrictions, vehicle perception failures, or as a safety measure when encountering traffic conditions out 

-autonomy regime, it becomes necessary to outline the possible driving states 
and conditions under which the human or autonomous agent (the automated driving system) performs the DDTs. 
The division and allocation of these tasks have played an important role in the Society of Automotive Engineer 
(SAE) levels of automation definition and other regulatory bodies. Multiple studies have explored task 
allocation, situational awareness, task complexity and task load, as well as the collaboration between the human 
driver or remote operator with the autonomous driving agent (Mutzenich et al., 2021; Xing et al., 2021; Chu et 
al., 2023). Similarly, many taxonomies for driving states and control transitions have been proposed to represent 
the different driving situations possible in a shared-autonomy setting (Maggi et al., 2022). These taxonomies 
mainly focus on scenarios where the driver on-board interacts with L2/L3 ADS-equipped vehicles. In (Lu et al., 
2016), authors discussed the division of primary driving tasks into (1) Lateral control (steering, lane changing, 
curve driving), (2) Longitudinal control (starting, accelerating, stopping), and (3) Monitoring. They define five 
static driving states based on whether the longitudinal and lateral control either switches to one of the two agents 
or is a combination of both. The combination of the driving states and the underlying reason for the control 
transition generates six control transitions (Fig. 1). This classification depends on (a) who initiates the control 
transition, (b) who is in control of the vehicle after the transition, and (c) the situation under which the control 
transition occurred. The latter is used to indicate whether the transition is voluntary or optional, or triggered by 
an external situation such that it becomes mandatory.  

 
 Fig. 1. Classification tree of transitions of control. Adapted from Lu et al., 2016. 

Alternatively, (McCall et al., 2019) categorize vehicle control on three levels: operational (low-level 
interactions, i.e., accelerating), tactical (e.g., obstacle avoidance), and strategic (e.g., navigational planning). 
They propose a control transition taxonomy that covers scheduled, emergency, and non-emergency handovers 
(in this case, from the autonomous agent to manual control) and differentiates between system- and driver-
initiated control transitions. The combination of these factors leads to the control transitions: a) scheduled 
handover, b) non-scheduled handover  driver initiated, c) non-scheduled handover  system initiated, d) non-
scheduled handover  driver-initiated emergency, e) non-scheduled handover  system-initiated emergency. 
Other studies, such as (Walch et al., 2015) distinguish how the control transition mechanisms differentiate the 
type of transition. Walch et al. include immediate handover (e.g., when drivers grasp the steering wheel), a 
stepwise handover control (e.g., first longitudinal control followed by lateral control, or vice versa), driver 
monitored handover (e.g., by grasping the steering wheel and after a countdown, the control is handed over), and 
system monitored handover (e.g., the system monitors the inputs of the driver after the handover). In 
(Wintersberger, Green and Riener, 2017), the sequence of events occurring in both handovers (driver to the 
autonomous agent) and hand-backs (autonomous agent to driver) is also discussed, differentiating between 
urgent or imminent control transitions, and scheduled or voluntary transitions.  

Providing a taxonomy that includes outcomes and consequences may be a starting point to discussions of 
dynamic levels of autonomy and their impact in safety measure design (Yang et al., 2020). Further, these 
taxonomies do not apply to the case of a remote oper
highly discussed topic based on recent incident reports (National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 2022). 
For driverless applications (L4), it is plausible that monitoring and supervision tasks fall to remote operators to 
some extent. The challenges these operators face differ substantially from on-board drivers, principally given the 
physical disconnection to the vehicle. Thus, remote operators must rely entirely on the human-system interface 



   

provided, the information transmitted by the vehicle, and are subject to external network latency issues (Zhang, 
2020; Kuru, 2021; Tener and Lanir, 2022). The inclusion of failed/successful end-states and extending the 
control transition discussions to remote operators are two elements that are key to performing safety assessments 
of conditional and highly automated vehicle operations currently envisioned as L3/L4. This work presents a first 
step to analyze the tasks that will be performed by the human and autonomous agents in these operations. For 
this, different agent profiles are defined based on their main functions and tasks. Following this, a control 
transition taxonomy is presented for the three use cases: a remote operator, a safety driver, and a consumer-level 
driver. Finally, we discuss the implications for future work on interaction, collaboration, and teams of human 
and autonomous agents. 

2. Definition of agents and high-level tasks 

The analysis considers a passenger vehicle equipped with ADS capabilities to operate within a specified 
ODD.  The ODD includes urban and suburban areas with adequate connectivity conditions for localization and 
communication purposes, and the vehicle operates under fair weather conditions during daytime and nighttime, 
including clear, cloudy, and only moderate fog, rain, and snow conditions. The ADS-equipped vehicle has three 
main functions:  

1. Perform Autonomous Driving tasks: vehicle perception, planning and control. It includes the entirety of 
the object and event detection and reaction (OEDR) functionality under nominal conditions, ensuring 
operation is within the intended ODD, determining and implementing DDT fallback strategies, and 
entering an MRC if required to ensure safety. 

2. -
critical physical and cyber systems. It includes using a self-diagnostic module that continuously 
monitors the vehicle
or triggering adequate DDT fallback in the event of system failures.  

3. Provide interaction and communication mechanisms: human-system interaction and communication 
mechanisms appropriate for the use case. It includes on-board interactive displays, alert and warning 
messaging systems, wireless and local communication channels, and control transition, driver 
monitoring and/or emergency mechanisms. To perform its communication tasks, the ADS must rely on 
either wireless connection over 5G cellular networks or on-board alerts. 

The analysis considers three possible use cases of ADS-equipped vehicles. These profiles are loosely based 
on the current definitions of L3/L4 levels of driving automation but consider dynamic changes based on the 
driving situation and the state of the vehicle ( ):   

 Case I: Remote safety operator supervising a high-level ADS-equipped vehicle for MaaS. 
 Case II: On-board safety driver supervising a high-level ADS-equipped vehicle for MaaS. 
 Case III: Consumer-lever driver in a privately-owned ADS-equipped vehicle.  

The definition of these cases is based on which and when an agent is primarily responsible for performing 
high-level tasks. Four levels of engagement are used to describe the participation of the agents and categorize 
these in Case I-III depending on the following high-level tasks: 

 Monitor DDTs: Perform Object and Event Detection tasks.  
 Plan DDTs: Perform the planning stage of the Object and Event Reaction tasks. 
 Execute DDTs: Perform the execution stage of the Object and Event Reaction. In the case of the remote 

operator, this refers to selecting and transmitting fallback commands to the vehicle.  
 Control Vehicle: Physically control the vehicle.  
 Supervise Vehicle: Monitor the state of the vehicle.  
 Monitor Driver/Operator: Monitor the state of the driver/operator.  
 Initiate Control Transitions: Initiate the control transfer request or commands. In the case of the remote 

operator, this refers to transmitting fallback commands to the vehicle. 
 Request Support: Request support from other agents to perform shared tasks. 
 Perform MaaS Functions: Performs tasks related to passenger transport, including passenger pick-

up/drop-off, passenger support, etc.  
The four levels of engagement are: (1) Always: This task is continuously performed or available during the 

; (2) Partial: This task is performed temporarily (when the ADS is engaged) or up to a partial 
degree (the remote operator is engaged with multiple vehicles); (3) Backup: This is a safety-backup task only 
performed if another agent has failed to perform a main or temporary task; and (4) Never: The agent does not 
perform this task during operation.  

 



   

 

Table 1. Driving profile summary. 

Case Agent Monitor 
DDTs 

Plan 
DDTs 

Execute 
DDTs 

Control 
Vehicle 

Supervise 
Vehicle 

Monitor 
Driver/ 
Operator 

Initiate 
Control 
Transition 

Request 
Support 

Perform 
MaaS 
Functions 

I ADS Always Always Always Always Always Never Never Always Always 

 Safety 
Operator 

Partial Backup Backup Never Partial Partial Always Never Backup 

 ADS 
Advisory 

Always Always Never Never Always Always Never Partial Never 

II ADS Always Partial Partial Partial Always Always Always Partial Partial 

 Safety 
Driver 

Partial Partial Partial Partial Partial Partial Always Never Partial 

III ADS Always Partial Partial Partial Always Always Always Partial Never 

 Driver Partial Partial Partial Partial Partial Partial Always Never Never 

 
In Case I, the operation is supported by a Fleet Operations Center (FOC) and a Maintenance Operations 

Center (MOC) (see (Correa-Jullian et al., 2022a, 2022b) for a full definition of the FOC and MOC). The remote 
operator is a crew member trained and/or certified to operate in MaaS contexts, supervising the fleet operations 
from a control room environment (FOC). The remote safety operator has three main functions: (1) Supervise the 

; (2) dispatch the vehicle 
to various locations depending on vehicle status, location, and occupation status, e.g., to the MOC, battery 
charging station, etc.; and (3) report anomalous vehicle behavior or MRC events to the MOC. The safety 
operators can transmit commands to the vehicle to implement specific DDT fallback strategies, guide it through 
trajectory waypoints in challenging situations, and remotely trigger the vehicle to enter an MRC. In the event of 
an MRC, the operator initiates post-incident procedures and contacts law enforcement and first responders, if 
required. Alert messages include those referring to safety (e.g., an incident has occurred), vehicle health (e.g., a 
vehicle failure has been detected), and stop requests (from passengers or third parties). The ADS may notify the 
operator of actions implemented without needing approval (e.g., re-routing to avoid traffic) or transmit regular 
vehicle warnings or suggested actions based on internal health metrics (e.g., request dispatch to charging station 
given low battery). Additionally, some information is communicated passively, such as vehicle location, health 
metrics or indicators (e.g., battery levels, diagnostic logs, connectivity status), processed video and audio feed.  

In Cases II-III, both the on-board driver and the ADS may perform the DDTs, as well as their respective 
perception and localization data collection tasks. Case II refers to a safety driver trained and certified to perform 
safety tasks (supervision, response to take-over requests, initiate disengagements) and interacts with the ADS 
agent, the on-board passenger, and remote fleet operators who provide limited service-related support. In 
contrast, Case III refers to a consumer-level driver in an ADS-equipped vehicle for personal use. This driver has 

the ADS is actively engaged, the on-board driver may act as a fallback-ready user, independently of whether the 
ADS agent can nominally perform the DDT fallback. When the ADS agent is not engaged, the on-board driver 
performs the regular DDTs expected during manual driving and can request the ADS agent to engage when 
appropriate. The driver can initiate control transitions (e.g., manual input) or accept take-over requests (e.g., 
steering wheel control or braking). The on-board driver, while expected to perform monitoring tasks 
continuously, may fail to maintain situational awareness (reduced attention, engaging with NDRTs) regarding 
the state of the vehicle and driving environment. Thus, the ADS is equipped with non-invasive driver monitoring 
tools to keep the driver engaged with the DDTs. Alert messages include those referring to safety (e.g., multi-
model audio, visual, and haptic alerts), driver monitoring (e.g., front-facing gaze or hand-on steering wheel), 
vehicle health (e.g., a vehicle failure has been detected), driver-initiated control transfer status (e.g., success or 
failure), and system-initiated control transfer (i.e., take-over requests). The ADS may transmit regular vehicle 
warnings or suggested actions based on internal health metrics (e.g., low battery or tire pressure). Additionally, 
some information is communicated passively, such as general health metrics, as well as infotainment and 
navigation applications.  



   

3. Driving states and control transitions 

To define control transitions, we must first differentiate the driving states for the on-board driver and the 
remote operator cases. When the automation is engaged, the ADS agent is responsible for both the longitudinal 
and lateral controls, plus the monitoring task. At planning level, the ADS controls the operational and tactical 
maneuvers the vehicle must perform, while the strategic goals are determined by another agent (remote operator, 
safety driver, or passenger). Six driving states can be defined for Cases I-III depending on whether the 
automation is engaged (Table 2).  

In Case I, the autonomy agent is continuously engaged during operation performing all vehicle perception, 
planning, and control tasks. The vehicle only disengages the ADS agent after entering MRC in the event of an 
incident. The remote operator agent performs monitoring tasks and may transmit dispatch or fallback commands 
if required. Note that the remote operator may be expected to monitor multiple ADS agents simultaneously, 
which brings additional challenges from the perspective of task load and system design that need to be addressed 
by system designers. In Cases II-III, when the automation is engaged, the driver is still required to perform 
monitoring tasks to some degree and may request control transfer if desired. The extent of the monitoring tasks 
will depend on multiple factors, including system design and the role designated to the driver by the ADS 
developer, vehicle OEM, or fleet operator, respectively. However, when the automation is not engaged, the ADS 
agent is still performing monitoring tasks focused on the driving environment and the driver (through the DMS).  
Based on the collected information, the ADS is expected to provide warnings, alerts, or request control 
transitions if required. 

Table 2. Driving states defined for Cases I-III. 

Case/State  ADS Engaged ADS Disengaged 

Case I   Longitudinal Lateral Monitoring Longitudinal Lateral Monitoring 

Safety Operator  No No Yes N/A N/A Yes 

ADS  Yes Yes Yes N/A N/A Yes 

Case II-III        

Driver  No No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

ADS  Yes Yes Yes No No Yes 

3.1. Case I: remote safety operator 

In driverless ADS applications for MaaS, the vehicle control is exclusive to the ADS software. Hence, there is 
no physical control transition mechanism in place. While remote operators can transmit dispatch commands, 
trajectory waypoints and DDT fallback commands, the ADS-equipped vehicle is the agent responsible for 
incorporating these commands into its path and vehicle control planning modules. The remote operator is 
considered to initiate control transitions when transmitting dispatch or fallback commands, as they do perform 
the planning and implementation of vehicle control (except the execution). For this purpose, we will refer to 
these as control interventions rather than control transitions. For the remote operators, we establish the following 
rules of control interventions:  

 The control interventions may be initiated by the remote operator, based on the information provided by 
the ADS vehicle or passenger support unit (service operators). These intervention requests may be 
highly time sensitive. For instance, in case the ADS has failed to implement a DDT fallback correctly to 
achieve MRC or has not detected the need to do so the remote operator transmits a DDT fallback 
command  

 Other interventions initiated by the operator can also be of low time sensitivity, such as in the case of 
rerouting vehicles to the MOC for preemptive charging or for scheduled maintenance events 

towards a higher-consequence scenario, this may trigger the vehicle to alert the operator for a 
 

 Control interventions may also be initiated by the automation requesting the intervention of the remote 
operator based on alerts and warnings. In general, these interventions are expected to be highly time-
sensitive, such as the case of the vehicle encountering an edge-case and requesting support, or after the 
vehicle has achieved MRC in response to an ODD breach or critical failure. It is useful to distinguish 
between highly time- -sensitive 

alerts requesting confirmation or supporting in rerouting to maintenance centers for non-critical repairs, 
battery charging, etc. In the case the remote operator does not provide support to the vehicle within a 



   

specified timeframe, it may trigger the ADS to implement an emergency stop and post-incident 
procedures being initiated.  

 It is expected that the ADS receives the control intervention commands, incorporates them into its 
planning tasks, and implements the resulting vehicle control actions. While many factors may 
contribute to a failure in the implementation (communication failures, software, or vehicle control 
failures), it is considered that the vehicle must always comply with these requests, in the form of 
incorporating them into the built-in OEDR planning module.  

Considering these high-level division of tasks, the following control transition taxonomy is presented (Fig. 2): 
  

 
Fig. 2. Classification tree of control interventions, success, and failure end-states  Case I. 

The remote operator may initiate control interventions resulting in:  
1. Successful Necessary Operator-Initiated Intervention: The remote operator has detected the need for, 

planned, and transmitted the necessary commands prior to the vehicle requesting assistance.  
2. Failed Necessary Operator-Initiated Intervention: The remote operator has failed to detect the need for, 

plan, or transmit the necessary commands prior to the vehicle requesting assistance. If the ADS does 
not implement a fallback autonomously, the vehicle is at risk of collision. A backup Failure Mitigation 
Strategy (FMS) may be available for the vehicle as defined by (SAE International, 2021).  

3. Successful Suggested Operator-Initiated Intervention: The remote operator has detected the need for, 
planned, and transmitted preemptive commands to the vehicle.  

4. Failed Suggested Operator-Initiated Intervention: The remote operator has not detected, planned, or 
transmitted preemptive commands to the vehicle. If the remote operator does not intervene, the situation 
may evolve to a Recommended Automation-Initiated Intervention (See 7-8).  

The ADS may initiate control interventions resulting in: 
5. Successful Necessary Automation-Initiated Intervention: The remote operator has detected the ADS 

request for a control intervention. The operator then plans and transmits the necessary commands to the 
vehicle to perform a DDT fallback. 

6. Failed Necessary Automation-Initiated Intervention: The remote operator has not detected the ADS 
request, planned, or transmitted the necessary commands to the vehicle to perform a DDT fallback. If 
the ADS does not implement an FMS autonomously, the vehicle is at risk of collision. 

7. Successful Recommended Automation-Initiated Intervention: The remote operator has detected the 
ADS alerts, planned, and transmitted the recommend commands to the vehicle. 

8. Failed Recommended Automation-Initiated Intervention: The remote operator has not detected the ADS 
alerts, planned, or transmitted the recommend commands to the vehicle. If the remote operator does not 
intervene, the situation may evolve to a Necessary Automation-Initiated Intervention (See 5-6). 

Note that this taxonomy does not consider the failure in the implementation of the intervention, i.e., the 
vehicle suffers a failure that interrupts the implementation. An example of how this interaction is represented by 
a sequence of events is presented in Fig. 3, showcasing interventions (1) and (2). In this case, the ADS-equipped 
vehicle has not detected that a DDT fallback is required. Hence, the remote operator acts as safety barrier, and 



   

based on the monitored information from the passengers and/or vehicle, can select and transmit the adequate 
fallback strategy. The reception and implementation of the DDT fallback command is the responsibility of the 
ADS agent. Another example is presented in Fig. 4, where a failed suggested intervention (3-4) may escalate to a 
necessary control intervention (5-6) if the remote operator does not react to the alerts transmitted by the ADS  
(7-8).  

 

 
Fig. 3. Example of remote safety operator necessary control intervention to ADS-equipped vehicle. 

 

Fig. 4. Example of remote safety operator suggested to necessary control intervention escalation. 

3.2. Case II-III: on-board driver 

For use cases where there is a driver on board the vehicle, the ADS and the driver share control of the vehicle. 
As a convention for this work, when the control is transferred from the driver to the ADS it is referred to as 

mechanisms available to the driver to initiate the control transitions are physical, either by directly engaging with 
the steering wheel, brakes, or throttle pedals when requested by the ADS or by requesting a handover through 
specific buttons installed in the steering wheel. For the drivers on-board, we establish the following rules of 
control transitions: 

 When the driver initiates the handover, the ADS may approve or reject the request, given the driving 
context and the state of the vehicle. Frequently, the vehicle design may communicate the availability of 

d or main display. The driver may re-initiate the 
action after the required conditions have been satisfied, e.g., vehicle speed, weather conditions, distance 
to other vehicles.  

 When the driver initiates the takeover, the ADS is expected to comply and transfer the vehicle control 
to the driver. However, it may be possible that waiting time may be requested by the system if it 
determines the conditions of the takeover are unsafe. As discussed in (Mercedes-Benz, 2023), this 

ctions.  



   

 The ADS agent may initiate a takeover, providing the driver with the necessary alarms, warnings, and 
assistance to regain situational awareness for a safe control transition. This request cannot be rejected, 
and if the driver does not react within a specified time limit, the vehicle is expected to fallback to an 
MRC, independent of the underlying reason for the takeover. If it is due to vehicle failure, the Failure 
Mitigation Strategy (FMS) function of the vehicle is expected to allow the vehicle to come to a safe 
stop.  

 The ADS agent may request a handover, providing the driver with the necessary alarms and assistance 
to confirm the control transition. While the ADS agent may determine that the driver is unfit (through 
the DMS) or the driving conditions are unsafe to request the control transfer, the ADS agent cannot 
automatically initiate the handover. In the event the driver cannot or does not react within a specified 
time frame (approving or rejecting the control hand-over), the vehicle is expected to fallback to an 
MRC.  

 Mandatory control transfers are related to vehicle failures and imminent ODD breaches, which may be 
detected by the vehicle and/or the driver.  

Considering these high-level division of tasks, the following control transition taxonomy is proposed  
(Figure 5). 

 

 
Fig. 5. Classification tree of control interventions, success, and failure end-states  Case II. 

In this case, the distinction between optional and mandatory transitions are included. The driver may initiate 
control interventions resulting in:  

1. Successful Driver Initiated, Driver in Control: Successful takeover, the driver has regained control of 
the vehicle from the ADS agent. This transition covers the Optional and Mandatory scenarios.  

2. Failed Optional Driver Initiated, Driver in Control: Failed takeover, the driver may re-initiate control 
transfer if conditions are met.  

3. Failed Mandatory Driver Initiated, Driver in Control: Failed takeover, the driver can request an 
emergency stop, overriding the ADS agent.  

4. Successful Driver Initiated, Automation in Control: Successful handover, the driver has transferred 
control of the vehicle to the ADS agent. This transition covers the Optional and Mandatory scenarios. 

5. Failed Optional Driver Initiated, Automation in Control: Failed handover, the driver may re-initiate 
control transfer if conditions are met.  

6. Failed Mandatory Driver Initiated, Automation in Control: Failed takeover, the driver can request an 
emergency stop, overriding the ADS agent.  

The ADS may initiate control interventions resulting in: 
7. Successful Automation Initiated, Driver in Control: Successful takeover, the driver has regained control 

of the vehicle from the ADS agent. 
8. Successful Automation Initiated, Driver in Control: Successful handover, the driver has transferred 

control of the vehicle to the ADS agent. 
9. Failed Automation Initiated, Driver in Control: Failed takeover, if the driver does not engage, the ADS 

triggers a DDT fallback or Failure Mitigation Strategy (as required) to reach an MRC.  



   

10. Failed Automation Initiated, Automation in Control: Failed handover, if the driver does not approve the 
hand-over, the ADS triggers a DDT fallback or Failure Mitigation Strategy (as required) to reach an 
MRC.  

An example sequence of events showcasing transitions (1), (2), (4) and (5) is shown in Figure 6. In this case, 
the driver may request to handover the vehicle control to the ADS, but either the ADS is not available to engage, 
or complications arise that prompt the driver to takeover control from the ADS.  

 

 
Fig. 6. Example of optional driver-initiated control transition sequence. 

4. Discussion 

As the ADS industry further develops and the technology matures, the taxonomies and definitions used to 
describe agents, mechanisms, scenarios, and failures in this context also need to evolve. An emerging theme in 
autonomous system design and safety, including vehicle automation studies, is to analyze human-system 
interaction from a collaborative perspective (Xing et al., 2021). In this context, the approach developed and 
applied in this work addresses three relevant issues. Firstly, it presents the ADS operations as a multi-agent 
system that is defined and analyzed at the same level of detail. By considering the human and the ADS as two 
agents performing a series of tasks for a common goal, i.e., acting as team members, we can leverage a 
substantial body of research on how human and organizational factors impact team performance. Pursuing this 
research direction may provide valuable insights into risk and safety assessments other than only from a 
functional safety standpoint. For instance, adequately defining what a failure event implies for human users and 
operators when interacting with an autonomous systems (Ramos et al., 2018). Secondly, it proposes a taxonomy 
that is applicable to two relevant use cases envisioned in the short- and medium-term of ADS operations: 
onboard drivers and remote operators. Lastly, it includes potential end-states of successful or unsuccessful 
control transitions. By including successful and failed outcomes in the taxonomy, we provide a path to expand 
the use of scenario-based tools to assess the effectiveness of the safety mechanisms and functions in a shared-
autonomy setting.  

5. Conclusions 

As vehicles equipped with ADS capacities increase their share in the market and on the roads, either as 
personal vehicles or as passenger transport options, it is crucial to advance the state of understanding of human-
ADS interactions and collaboration. This work presents a discussion on the task division and allocation between 
the human and the autonomous agents involved in the ADS operations. The three use cases focus on the 
interaction of remote operators, safety drivers, and consumer-level drivers with a highly automated vehicle based 
on the current definitions of L3/L4. Based on the task division and previous taxonomies, a control transition 
taxonomy is proposed for both the remote operator and the on-board driver. The taxonomy approach presented in 
this work is based on (1) which agent initiates the control transition, (2) which agent is in control of the vehicle 



   

after the transition, (3) the broad context that triggers the control transition, and (4) the success or failed end state 
of the control transition scenario. Examples are presented discussing the relevance of differentiating between 
suggested, recommended, and necessary control interventions in the case of the remote operator, as well as 
showcasing the communication mechanisms between the driver and the on-board driver. The proposed 
taxonomy serves as a starting point to define the failure events in the context of human-autonomy teams.  
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